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Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review — 124th Report — 
“Inquiry into the Form and Content of the Statute Book” — Motion 

Resumed from 12 August on the following motion moved by Hon Alanna Clohesy (Parliamentary Secretary) — 
That the report be noted. 

HON PIERRE YANG: I wish to continue my contribution from last week. Members will remember that I was talking 
about the mechanism that Canada used to clear up its statute book. I again want to thank Hon Michael Mischin, who 
is away on urgent parliamentary business, for his leadership on the committee and this inquiry. There was a period 
of time in which no bills were referred to the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review, and 
Hon Michael Mischin took the initiative to look at how we can strengthen and improve the Western Australian statute 
book. The committee resolved to conduct an inquiry based on the third term of reference stated in standing orders. 
I do not intend to read out the terms of reference again, but I wish to quote the relevant point—to “review the form 
and content of the statute book”. I am sure the sentiment is shared across the committee—by Hon Robin Scott, 
Hon Laurie Graham and me—that Hon Michael Mischin played a pivotal and important role in that inquiry. I also wish 
to thank the committee staff, including Ms Felicity Mackie, the advisory officer, who communicated with and obtained 
advice from other jurisdictions, including Canada, and also communicated with the Attorney General of Canada, 
Hon Jody Wilson-Raybould, PC, QC, MP. I also thank Mr David Graham for his involvement during that inquiry. 
It was very interesting to look at what other jurisdictions do about legislation that was passed in their respective 
Parliaments but has not come into operation. After many years, there may be a view that such legislation may no 
longer be applicable. Different jurisdictions have developed their own mechanisms to deal with their legislation. 
I wish to continue my observations of the Canadian Statutes Repeal Act. As I was saying last Wednesday during 
consideration of committee reports, the act is relatively simple. The Canadian law has only a few sections but it has 
a pretty effective mechanism to deal with its legislation. It is not a hard and fast rule that when a certain time has passed, 
legislation will be removed from the statute book. It gives the executive the flexibility to put forward an argument to 
defer the operation of the law so the legislation that has not come into operation can stay on the statute book if there is 
a good reason. For the Canadian Statutes Repeal Act to operate, the Canadian Minister of Justice must table a report at 
the beginning of each calendar year, listing every act or provision of an act that was enacted more than nine years prior 
but had not come into operation. Those provisions and laws are then repealed on 31 December of the year in which the 
report is tabled unless the law comes into force before the end of that calendar year or either house of Parliament adopts 
a resolution that the act or provision will not be repealed. The Minister of Justice has to table that report in the Canadian 
House of Commons and the Canadian Senate. As we know, Canada also has a bicameral system. Unlike our Senate and 
the Legislative Councils around Australia at the state level, the Canadian Senate is not an elected body. I found that 
pretty fascinating because, in a lot of ways, the Canadian Senate resembles the House of Lords in the United Kingdom. 
The Canadian senators are appointed for life and they carry out the review function in Canada. The Minister of Justice 
tables a report at the beginning of each year in both houses. A resolution can be adopted in the upper house, the Senate, 
whose members are not elected, or in the lower house, whose members are elected. 
The Canadian Statutes Repeal Act ensures that the executive remains accountable to Parliament, as I was saying 
in my contribution earlier today. For the government to say in its report that X number of bills were passed nine years 
ago but they have not come into operation, it has to justify it. Although some may argue that if the government of 
the day, which would ordinarily have a majority in the lower house, tables a report in the lower house, it would 
automatically be passed, that may not necessarily be the case because the executive has to be accountable to the 
Parliament. As we know, politics is very volatile these days. That is a theme across the world. From time to time 
and more often than not, governments are increasingly less likely to have an outright majority. Certainly in Europe, 
that method is very different from the British common law tradition, whose legislatures are more proportionate. In 
the legislatures that have a strong British heritage, we tend to use either the first-past-the-post system, which is used 
in the United Kingdom, or the preferential system that is used in Australia, which is a very important improvement 
on the first-past-the-post system. 
The CHAIR: Hon Pierre Yang. 
Hon PIERRE YANG: Over the past two centuries, the Australian system, which was built from the British system, 
has been constantly evolving and providing a mechanism for people in every state of Australia of different political 
backgrounds and with different political views to be involved in the political process and to be part of that great 
democratic tradition. 
The CHAIR: The time allocated today for consideration of that report has now expired under temporary order 4. 
We will have to place further consideration of that report to one side and move on to our second report. 
Consideration of report postponed, pursuant to standing orders.  
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